Abstract.
is true at least "half of the time"; more precisely, for any positive integer n the inequality (2) is true either for N=n or for N=n+1. Our proof is based on a new generalization of the triangle inequality, Theorem 1, and an imbedding theorem of I. J. Schoenberg [6] or [7, p. 527] . Note that when m=3 and X=l our result is weaker than Alexander's. Lemma 1. Let u=v + 2~='i and let H denote the hexagonal region O^x^w, O^y-^v, 1-x+y^u+v-1. Then for (x, y) in H we have
Let s denote the substitution which takes x and y to u-x and v-y respectively. The function gix, y) is invariant under s, so it suffices to prove the inequality for the three critical points iliu+v), Hu+v)), Uiu+v), i(u+v)), (Jw, \v), and the three boundary lines x+y=l, y=0 and x=u. The straightforward details are omitted. Now let Si be a finite set of u points P\," ' ,p" in Em and similarly let S2 be a set of v such points qx, ■ ■ ■ ,qv. (3) and R is the number of times it is counted on the right, i.e. that
x(u -x) + y(v -y) £f(u, v){xiv -y) + yiu -x)}.
For v^ u^v+l this follows from (x-y)iu-v)^ix-yf and for v+2^u it follows from Lemma 1. Equality holds in (3) 
